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Banks Interconnectivity and Leverage

I What links banks’ interconnectiveness to leverage

I Observation:

I before crisis: increase in lev & connect.
I after crisis: sudden fall in lev & connect.

I Paper is about:

I explaining these dynamics
I parsimonious model
I bayesian learning about crisis

I Important question!

I financial fragility and regulation
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Discussion

I Model

I How it connects to the data

I Good framework to think about how high leverage and
interconnectivity lead to fragility?

I NB: I focus on US
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Basic Model Structure

I partial equilibrium bank optimization

I risk-averse entrepreneurs = banks

I assets: capital, risk-free asset, insurance, net worth

I face idiosyncratic shocks on capital

I capital higher expected return but risky

I want insurance because of risk-aversion

I Insurance

I subject to non-linear costs
I give up a fraction of capital exposed to idiosyncratic risk
I all banks do that: bundle idiosyncratic parts to riskless index-like bond

I Individual banks’ capital structure not determined

I determined by equity owner’s risk aversion
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Why do lev & connect. increase in the model?

I Cross-section (1st part of paper)

I ↓ insurance costs & ↑ return spread RK/RL

I Time series (2nd part of paper)

I add systemic shocks and bayesian updating about crisis probability p
otherwise no action in lev & connect

I low p increases expected return: akin to increase in RK/RL

I no crisis: infer lower prob of future crisis

I Model take-away

I Bank capital structure determined by equity holders’ risk aversion
I Measures correlated bc parameters move them in SAME direction
I Higher expected return: more risk bearing capacity → increase leverage
I More risk more incentives for ↑ insurance
I Movements over time bc beliefs about p move
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And why in the data? Interconnectivity
I risk-aversion & beliefs about risk may be important

I if insurance need drives connect. why banks do not hedge more?

I Begenau, Piazzesi, Schneider (2015) find no evidence that large banks
hedge their balance sheet risk exposure

I no systemic risk notion

I in model reduces idiosyncratic risk for individual bank
I no default or run externalities

I data counterpart of interconnectivity

I loan syndicate (suggested by authors)
I intermediation chains, funding (used in empirical analysis)
I off-balance sheet vehicles exposure

I role of regulatory arbitrage

I no increase in U.S. bank holding company leverage
I commercial banks used ABCP conduits to lower regulatory capital

Acharya, Schnabl, Suarez JFE 2013
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US- Bank holding company sample
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ABCP Conduits used by largest banks

Table from Acharya, Schnabl & Suarez JFE 2013

rated assets originated in the United States or the United
Kingdom. The main asset classes are residential mortgages
and asset-backed securities. Panel B of Table 1 provides an
overview of the ten largest conduit sponsors as of January 1,
2007. In the United States, the largest sponsor was Citigroup
with conduit assets of $93 billion. For comparison, this is
about the same size as Citigroup’s regulatory capital (Tier 1)
of $91 billion. In Europe, the largest sponsor was ABN Amro
with $69 billion of conduits assets. ABN Amro’s regulatory
capital was $31 billion. (ABN Amro later merged with Royal
Bank of Scotland.) Most sponsors are large commercial banks
based in the United States and Europe.

Panel A of Table 2 provides summary statistics for all
conduits authorized to issue ABCP as of January 1, 2007.
Panel A shows that there are 301 conduits with total ABCP
of $1,236 billion. The average conduit size is $4.1 billion
with a standard deviation of $5.1 billion. About 61% of ABCP
(or $753 billion) is covered by liquidity guarantees, 13% is
covered by credit guarantees, 19% is covered by extendible
notes guarantees, and 7% is covered by SIV guarantees.8

Panel B of Table 2 presents summary statistics for all
sponsors as of January 1, 2007. There are 127 sponsors,
each of which, on average, sponsors $9.7 billion of ABCP.
The largest sponsor type is commercial banks, which
sponsor about 74% (or $911 billion) of ABCP. The second
largest type is structured finance groups, which sponsor
about 13% (or $156 billion) of ABCP. Contrary to commer-
cial banks, structured finance groups usually do not have
the financial resources to provide guarantees directly but
purchase them from other financial institutions.9 Other
large sponsor types are mortgage lenders (6.1% or $76
billion), investment managers (1.4% or $18 billion), and
investment banks (0.9% or $11 billion).

4.2. Conduits and capital requirements

This section recounts the regulatory framework for
conduits in historical perspective and presents results on
the relation between bank capital and their incentive to
set up conduits.

4.2.1. History of capital requirements for conduits

Bank regulation requires banks to hold a certain
amount of capital against its investments. One way for a

Table 1
Conduits and sponsors.

This table shows the ten largest conduits and sponsors as of January 1, 2007. The sample is restricted to bank-sponsored conduits. The information is

collected from Moody’s Rating Reports and Bankscope. ‘‘ABCP (billion)’’ denotes asset-backed commercial paper (ABCP) outstanding per conduit (Panel A)

and sponsor (Panel B). ‘‘Asset origin,’’ ‘‘Asset rating,’’ and ‘‘Asset type’’ denote characteristics of the main asset class owned by a conduit; CDO/CLO

represents combinations of collateralized debt obligations and collateralized loan obligations.

Panel A: Ten largest conduits

Program name Sponsor ABCP (billion) Guarantee Asset origin Asset rating Asset type (share)

Grampian Funding HBOS 37.9 Liquidity United States AAA Residential mortgages (36%)

Amstel Funding ABN Amro 30.7 Liquidity Netherlands AAA CDO/CLO (84%)

Scaldis Capital Fortis Bank 22.6 Liquidity United States AAA Asset-backed securities (77%)

Sheffield Receivables Barclays 21.4 Liquidity n.a. NR Mortgages (43%)

Morrigan TRR Hypo Public 18.9 Credit n.a. n.a. Bonds (51%)

Cancara Asset Lloyds 18.8 Liquidity Great Britain AAA Residential mortgages (43%)

Solitaire Funding HSBC 18.5 Liquidity United States AAA Residential mortgages (45%)

Rhineland Funding IKB 16.7 Liquidity United States AAA CDO/CLO (95%)

Mane Funding ING 13.7 Liquidity n.a. AAA Asset-backed securities (91%)

Atlantis One Rabobank 13.5 Liquidity United States NR Commercial loans (100%)

Panel B: Ten largest sponsors

Sponsor Country ABCP (billion) Assets (billion) Tier 1 capital (billion) ABCP/Tier 1 (percent) Tier 1 ratio (percent)

Citigroup United States 92.7 1,884.3 90.9 102.0 8.6

ABN Amro Netherlands 68.6 1,300.0 31.2 219.5 8.5

Bank of America United States 45.7 1,459.7 91.1 50.2 8.6

HBOS Plc Great Britain 43.9 1,161.7 44.0 99.7 8.1

JP Morgan United States 42.7 1,351.5 81.1 52.7 8.7

HSBC Great Britain 39.4 1,860.8 87.8 44.9 9.4

Deutsche Bank AG Germany 38.7 2,070.0 31.0 125.0 8.5

Société Générale France 38.6 1,260.2 29.4 131.3 7.8

Barclays Plc Great Britain 33.1 1,956.7 45.2 73.2 7.7

Rabobank Netherlands 30.7 732.9 34.8 88.3 10.7

8 Moody’s rating reports suggest that almost all conduits are hedged

against currency and interest rate exposure. The most common way for

conduits to hedge their currency exposure is by matching the currency

of the assets with the currency of the liabilities. Consistent with our

earlier observation that most assets are originated in the United States,

we find that 75% of ABCP is issued in US dollars. About 18% is issued in

euros and the remainder is issued in yen, Australian dollars, and New

Zealand dollars.

9 Some industry reports indicate that the main providers were large

US investment banks, which used internal rating models for computing

capital charges (Nadauld and Sherlund, 2008). Internal rating models

made less distinction between credit and liquidity guarantees in terms

of capital requirements.

V.V. Acharya et al. / Journal of Financial Economics 107 (2013) 515–536522
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ABCP market larger over time

Figure from Acharya, Schnabl & Suarez JFE 2013

banks with low economic capital, measured by their book
value of equity relative to assets. We use panel regres-
sions to confirm that this result is robust to controlling for
time trends, bank characteristics, and bank fixed effects.
Interestingly, we find a much weaker relation between
the issuance of liquidity-guaranteed ABCP and the bank’s
regulatory capital, measured as the Tier 1 regulatory
capital relative to risk-weighted assets. And, we find no
relationship between a bank’s capital position and the
issuance of nonliquidity guaranteed ABCP, which had no
associated relief from a regulatory capital standpoint.
These results are highly suggestive of regulatory arbit-
rage. In particular, the use of liquidity-guaranteed

conduits allowed banks to reduce their economic capital
ratio, while maintaining a stable regulatory capital ratio.

Third, we examine the effect of guarantees on conduits’
ability to roll over maturing ABCP during the shadow-
banking run. The regulatory arbitrage hypothesis suggests
that banks did not transfer risks to outside investors. We test
for risk transfer using variation in the strength of guarantees
and examine whether conduits with weaker guarantees had
higher spreads, and were less likely to roll over ABCP, once
the run took hold in August 2007. Using conduit-level data
on daily spreads and weekly issuances, we find that, starting
on August 9, 2007 conduits with weaker guarantees (namely,
conduits with extendible notes and structured investment

Fig. 1. Asset-backed commercial paper (ABCP) outstanding and spreads. Panel A plots weekly total ABCP outstanding in the US market from January 2001

to April 2010. Panel B shows the daily spread of overnight ABCP over the federal funds rate from January 2007 to August 2008. The figures are based on

data published by the Federal Reserve Board.

V.V. Acharya et al. / Journal of Financial Economics 107 (2013) 515–536 517
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And why in the data? Leverage

I Leverage and risk-taking might have been excessive

I in model M&M holds, V F ⊥⊥ capital structure
I tax advantage of debt, bankruptcy costs, limited liability with deposit

insurance and implicit bailout guarantee etc
I increase because

I leverage ratchet Admati, DeMarzo, Hellwig, Pfleiderei
I more competition among fin. institutions Hanson, Kashyap, Stein
I increase in demand for safe assets Bernanke

I What drives differences in leverage dynamics?

I commercial banks: no increase
I broker dealers: increase
I diff driven by differential beliefs?
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Risk-weighted assets

I Increase in leverage K/RK+F
K/RK−L/RL & interconnectivity

I in model reduces risk for individual bank
I leaves aggregate balance sheet risk unaffected
I with aggregate risk ”‘insurance”’ risky too

I but risk-weighted assets should decrease
“risk-weighting assets”

K/RK

K/RK + F
≤ K/RK

K/RK
= 1

when F > 0
I Ratio of risk-weighted assets to assets in the data

I no perfect measure of risk exposure
I but high RWA/A in 2004-2005 associated with larger cum. losses,

lower profitability & lower capital ratios
during 2008-2012 (Begenau & Stafford 2016)
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Risk-Weighted Assets relative to Assets
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RWA/A ratio for low and high capitalized banks
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Measuring Connectiveness

I paper measures it as (Non-Deposit Liabilities)/Assets
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BHC Sample: Non-Core Liabilities
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BHC Sample: Non-Core Components
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Measuring Leverage: Book versus Market
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Conclusion

I Very nice paper!

I Important question with a Bayesian learning story as answer

I parsimonious and transparent, remarkably successful
I M&M view of bank capital structure
I Assigns learning important role to Bayesian learning
I Cross-sectional differences due to different diversification technologies

leads to more interconnectivity and leverage

I Good framework to think about how high leverage and
interconnectivity lead to fragility?

I Suggestions

I connect model better to the data

I risk-aversion?
I role of excessive risk-taking and systemic risk
I institutional details (deposit insurance....)
I what drives differences among different intermediaries
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Additional notes 1

I ”‘return differential”’ is not equal to RK/RL as former takes leverage
into account latter does not, thus time series of ”‘return-differential”’
not conclusive about time series of investment opportunities (though I
agree - interest margins have declined over time)

I interest income is only a small portion of income for non-depository
institutions - suggest to include net income (includes all income
sources) and for robustness net income + interest expense as highly
levered firms will have higher interest expense mechanically

I compute return differential per sector

I statement on banks with lower diversification costs suggest that
smaller banks should have been less inte
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Additional notes 2

I in the flow of funds: interbank liabilities only include depository
institutions (not brokers for example) and the FED which you seemed
to have netted out - would be great to have a data appendix with the
precise definitions and series mnemonics

I at+1 on page 35 is not assets - it’s like equity after shocks

I residuals in equation (22) probably serially autocorrelated

I prop 5.1. particularly its proof not very clear and intuitive
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